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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a consistent theory for describing
indeterminacy and uncertainty of 3-D reconstruction from
a sequence of images. First, we present a group-theoretical
analysis of gauge transformations and gauges by invoking
the Lie group theory. We then discuss how to evaluate
the reliability of the solution that has indeterminacy. We
also extend the Cramer-Rao lower bound to problems with
internal indeterminacy. Finally, we describe the free-gauge
approach and the normal form of a covariance matrix that
is independent of particular gauges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous methods have been proposed for 3-D re-
construction from a sequence of images, but the re-
liability of the solution has typically been evaluated
simply by direct �rst order analysis of the recovered
parameters [10]. This, however, hides an important
fact: 3-D reconstruction from images necessarily in-

volves inherent indeterminacy [8].
There are two sources for indeterminacy in parame-

terized 3-D shape reconstruction. One is the inherent
physical indeterminacy caused by a loss of information
during projection onto a camera; e.g., scale is indeter-
minate for a perspective camera. The second source is
the over-parameterization of the problem: more than
the minimal number of parameters are included for
simplicity as well as symmetry of representation; e.g.,
a shape model with a vector representing each point
implicitly speci�es the absolute orientation and trans-
lation of the object even though these may be inde-
terminate.
These indeterminacies can be removed by imposing

additional normalization constraints; e.g., we can �x
the coordinate origin to a particular point of the ob-
ject and normalize the size of something to unit length.
But then the �xed or normalized parameters have no
uncertainty by de�nition, and the uncertainty of all
parameters is altered by merely changing the normal-
ization conditions.
Thus, we cannot speak of uncertainty of a particular

parameter in absolute terms unless it is invariant to
normalization conditions, but this fact has been paid
relatively little attention [8]. We call transformations
of parameters caused by changing normalization con-
ditions gauge transformations and particular choices
of them gauges [5, 6, 7]. In the following, we give a
formal description of the 3-D (Euclidean) reconstruc-
tion problem and present a group-theoretical analysis
of gauge transformations and gauges by invoking the
Lie group theory [1]. We then extend the Cramer-Rao
lower bound to problems with internal indeterminacy.
Finally, we describe the free-gauge approach and the

normal form of a covariance matrix that is indepen-
dent of particular gauges.

2. CAMERA IMAGING GEOMETRY

Suppose we track N rigidly moving feature points
over M images. Let (x��; y��) be the image coordi-
nates of the �th point in the �th frame. Here, we
adopt the camera-centered description, assuming that
an object is moving in the scene relative to a stationary
camera, but the mathematical structure is the same if
we view the camera as moving and taking images of a
stationary object in the scene.
We identify the camera coordinate system with a

global reference frame and de�ne an arbitrary object
coordinate system �xed to the object. Let t� and fi�,
j�, k�g be, respectively, its origin and orthonormal
basis vectors in the �th frame. Let (s�1; s�2; s�3) be
the coordinates of the �th feature point with respect
to the object coordinate system. We de�ne

R� =
�
i� j� k�

�
; s� =

 
s�1
s�2
s�3

!
: (1)

Since fi�, j�, k�g are an orthonormal basis, R� is a
rotation matrix. We call fR�, t�g the motion param-
eters and fs�g the shape vectors.
Suppose a point (X;Y; Z) with respect to the cam-

era coordinate system is projected to a point (x; y) on
the image plane. We write this mapping as �: R3

! R2 (R denotes the set of real numbers) and call it
the camera model . The mapping � may be di�erent
from frame to frame. A point with object coordinates
(s�1; s�2; s�3) is a pointR�s�+t� with respect to the
camera coordinate system in the �th frame. Hence,
the image coordinates (x��; y��) are expressed as a
function of t�, R�, and s� in the form�

x��
y��

�
= ��[R�s� + t�]; (2)

where �� is the camera model for the �th frame.
We call the mapping P�: SO(3) � R3 � R3 ! R2

thus de�ned the projection model for the �th frame,
where SO(3) is the three-dimensional special orthog-
onal group (the group of 3-D rotations).

Example 1. For an orthographic camera, a point (X; Y; Z)
with respect to the camera coordinate system is projected
onto an image point (x; y) such that x = X and y = Y .
The projection model is given by�

x��
y��

�
= �(R�s� + t�); (3)

where � =

�
1 0 0
0 1 0

�
.

3. PARAMETER SPACE



We stack the two-dimensional vector given by
eq. (2) for all the M frames and de�ne a 2M -
dimensional vector p�; the history of the projection of
the �th feature point is identi�ed with a single point
p� in a 2M -dimensional space R2M .
Let � be the vector that represents the shape vec-

tors fs�g, the motion parameters fR�, t�g, and the
camera models for all the frames f��g. We de�ne the
projection model of the \2M -dimensional camera" in
the form

p� = P�[�]: (4)

The domain T of the vector � is called the parameter
space.

Example 2. For the orthographic camera model, the vec-
tor � has dimension 6M + 3N , since the rotation matrix
R� and the translation vector t� both have three degrees
of freedom. The parameter space T is homeomorphic to
the direct product of R3M+3N and M copies of SO(3):

T �=

Mz }| {
SO(3)� � � � � SO(3)�R3M+3N : (5)

4. STATISTICAL NOISE MODEL

Let �p� be the true value of p� in the absence of
noise, and write p� = �p� + �p�. We assume that
the noise term �p� is a Gaussian random variable; it
may not be independent for di�erent images, and its
distribution may be di�erent from point to point. We
de�ne the covariance matrices of fp�g by

V [p�;p� ] = E[�p��p
>

� ]; (6)

where E[ � ] denotes expectation. We assume that
V [p�;p� ] is known up to scale and decompose it into
the known normalized covariance matrix V0[p�;p� ]
and an unknown noise level � as follows [2, 3]:

V [p�;p� ] = �2V0[p�;p�]: (7)

De�ne 2M � 2M matrices W ��, �; � = 1, ..., N , by0
B@ W 11 � � � W 1N

...
...

WN1 � � � WNN

1
CA

=

0
B@ V0[p1;p1] � � � V0[p1;pN ]

...
...

V0[pN ;p1] � � � V0[pN ;pN ]

1
CA
�1

: (8)

The maximum likelihood solution, often referred to as
bundle adjustment , is obtained by minimizing

J(�) =

NX
�;�=1

(p� � P�[�];W��(p� � P�[�]); (9)

where and throughout this paper we denote the inner
product of vectors a and b by (a; b).

5. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS

Generally, the solution that minimizes J(�) is not
unique. There are two sources of indeterminacy:

Frame indi�erence: Absolute translation and ori-
entation of an object cannot be determined
uniquely.

Projection insensitivity: Di�erent 3-D con�gura-
tions can be projected to the same image.

If there exists a transformation g of the parameter
space T such that

J(�) = J(g�); 8� 2 T ; (10)

we call g a gauge transformation. The set of all such
transformations forms a group G, which we call the
group of gauge transformations or the gauge group for
short.

Example 3. If the object coordinate system is rotated by
R around its origin and then translated by t = (t1; t2; t3)>,
where t and R are de�ned with respect to the original
object coordinate system, the shape vectors fs�g and the
motion parameters fR�, t�g are transformed in the form

s0� = R>(s� � t); R0
� = R�R; t0� = R�t+ t�:

(11)

Example 4. For the orthographic camera model, we see

from eq. (3) that if fs�g and fR�, t�g are a solution, so

are fs�g and fR�, t� + d�kg for all d� 2 R, where and

throughout this paper we let k = (0; 0; 1)>. We also see

from eq. (3) that if fs�g and fR�, t�g are a solution, so

are f�s�g and fJR�;�Jt�g, where J = diag(�1;�1; 1)

(180� rotation around the Z-axis); the two solutions are

mirror images of each other.

6. INFINITESIMAL GENERATORS

Let  2 G be an element close to the identity ele-
ment of G. We call such an element an in�nitesimal

gauge transformation. An in�nitesimal gauge trans-
formation  maps � in the form

� = � +D(�) + � � � ; (12)

where D( � ) is a vector operator called the in�nites-

imal gauge generator of . The set of in�nitesimal
gauge generators becomes a linear space1, which we
denote by D�(T ). It can be proved that for every ele-
mentD( � ) 2 D�(G) there exists an in�nitesimal gauge
transformation  that has D( � ) as its generator [1].

Example 5. The rotation around a unit vector l by a
small angle �
 is written to a �rst approximation in the
form �
 � I, where �
 = �
l. Throughout this paper,
the product a �A of a three-dimensional vector a and a
3�3 matrix is de�ned to be the matrix whose columns are
the vector products of a with each of the three columns
of A. For the orthographic camera model, an in�nitesimal
gauge transform acts on fs�g and fR�, t�g as follows:

D(s�) = ��
� s� ��t;

D(R�) = �R� ��
; D(t�) = R��t+�d�k: (13)

Thus, the operator D( � ) is linearly parameterized by �
,

�t, and f�d�g, con�rming that the linear space D(T ) is

(M + 6)-dimensional.

7. GAUGES

We say that two values � and �0 are geometrically
equivalent and write � � �0 if there exists an element
g 2 G such that �0 = g�. This implies that the true
parameter space is not T but the quotient space T =G
of T with respect to this equivalence relation. Let T�
be an element of T =G, i.e., a subset of T consisting of
all elements geometrically equivalent to �:

T� = f�0 j �0 � �g
�
= fg� j g 2 Gg

�
: (14)

1By introducing a product called commutator , we can
make this linear space an algebra, which is isomomorphic
to the Lie algebra L(G) of G.



If the linear space D�(T ) is r-dimensional, T� is an
r-dimensional submanifold of T called the leaf asso-
ciated with �. The parameter space T is �lled with
such leaves. A space �lled with leaves is called a foli-
ation or a foliated manifold . The parameter space T
is a typical foliation.
A natural way to choose a unique value of � for each

leaf is to assign r equations

c1(�) = 0; :::; cr(�) = 0: (15)

We call these equations a gauge condition, or a gauge

for short, if the following are satis�ed:

1. They are algebraically independent, de�ning a
submanifold C of codimension r in T ; we call C
the gauge manifold .

2. The gauge manifold C intersects all leaves T�
transversally , with each connected component at
a single point.

3. For any � 2 T� and �C = C \ T�, there exists a
unique element g 2 G such that �C = g�.

Hereafter, we use the terms \gauge" and \gauge man-
ifold" interchangeably, denoting both by C. Introduc-
ing a gauge arbitrarily, we can �nd a solution � that
minimizes eq. (9) uniquely for each connected com-
ponent of the leaf T�, but we cannot distinguish two
solutions that belong to disjoint components2.

Example 6. For the orthographic camera model, we can
uniquely specify the solution as follows. We choose the
origin of the object coordinate system at the centroid of
the feature points and align the axis orientation to the
�rst frame of the camera coordinate system and let the
Z-components of the translation t� be all zeros:

NX
�=1

s� = 0; R1 = I; (k; t�) = 0: (16)

We call this condition the standard gauge. Similarly, we
de�ne the standard gauge for the perspective camera model
as follows:

R1 = I; t1 = 0; kt2k = 1: (17)

Example 7. If we di�erentiate eq. (9) with respect to

t�, set the result zero, and solve the resulting equation,

we can express t� in terms of the remaining parameters.

Substituting it to J(�), we obtain a function of the re-

maining parameters; we call this description the reduced

model . Similarly, we can eliminate fs�g and express J(�)

in terms of the motion parameters fR�, t�g alone; we call

this description the epipolar model.

8. ESTIMATORS

Our goal is to construct a function �̂(fp�g) of the
data fp�g that approximates � as closely as possible.

Such a mapping �̂: R2MN ! T is called an estimator

of �. The solution �̂ that minimizes eq. (9) is called
the maximum likelihood estimator . However, we can-
not speak of the \true solution" �; we can only speak
of the \true leaf" T�, since any two elements of it are
geometrically equivalent. We can make the solution
unique by imposing a gauge C; let us denote the re-
sulting solution �C. An estimator determined so that
a gauge C is satis�ed is denoted by �̂C. We assume
that if noise does not exist, the estimator �̂C coincides

2This occurs, for example, for the two mirror image so-
lutions described in Example 4

with the value �C 2 T� \ C that satis�es that gauge
and belongs to the true leaf.
Let T�C (T ) be the tangent space to T at �C. This

is an n-dimensional linear space, where, and in the
remaining of this paper, n is the dimension of the pa-
rameter vector � and r is the dimension of the linear
space D�(T ). Let T�C (C) be the tangent space to the
gauge manifold C at �C; it is an (n � r)-dimensional
subspace of T�C (T ). We assume that noise is very

small so that the distribution of �̂C is localized within
a small region around �C and that the distribution of
�̂C over the gauge manifold C can be identi�ed with
the distribution over the tangent space T�C (C). Under
this assumption, we de�ne the covariance matrix of
the estimator �̂C by

V [�̂C] = E[(�̂C � �C)(�̂C � �C)
>]: (18)

This is a n�n singular matrix of rank n�r; its range is
the tangent space T�C (C). Since the covariance matrix
is de�ned in the tangent space T�C (T ), it su�ces to
introduce coordinates to T�C (T ) locally rather than to
the parameter space T globally.

Example 8. For the reduced orthographic model, let fŝ�g

and fR̂�g be estimators of fs�g and fR�g, respectively,
de�ned under gauge C. The deviation of the shape vector
s� is measured by �s� = ŝ� � s�. The relative rotation
from R� to R̂� is R̂�R

>
� , which is a small rotation. Let

l� be its axis (unit vector) and �
� the angle of rotation
around it. We put �
� = �
�l� and take f�s�g and
f�
�g as local coordinates of T�C (T ). In terms of them,

the covariance matrix of fŝ�g and fR̂�g is de�ned as fol-
lows:

V [�̂C ] =

0
@ E[�s1�s>1 ] � � � E[�s1�


>
M
]

.

..
.
..

E[�
M�s>
1
] � � � E[�
M�
>

M ]

1
A : (19)

9. GAUGE INVARIANTS

A function I: T ! R is said to be a gauge invariant

if
I(g�) = I(g0�) (20)

for all g and g0 that belong to the same connected

component of the gauge group G. It follows that a
function I is a gauge invariant if and only if it is in-

variant to in�nitesimal gauge transformations. Let 
be an in�nitesimal gauge transformation, and D( � )
its generator. Gauge invariance implies

I(�) = I(�) = I(� +D(�) + � � �)

= I(�) + (r�I;D(�)) + � � � : (21)

Let fD1( � ), ..., Dr( � )g be an arbitrary basis of the
linear space D�(T ). The corresponding vectorsD1(�),
..., Dr(�) are the basis of the tangent space T�(T�) to
the leaf T� associated with �. Eq. (21) implies that
(r�I;Di(�)) = 0, i = 1, ..., r. Thus, we have the
following (the superscript ? denotes orthogonal com-
plement):

Theorem 1 A function I: T ! R is a gauge invari-

ant if and only if

r�I 2 T�(T�)
?: (22)

Let �̂C and �̂C0 be estimators of � with respect to
di�erent gauges C and C0, respectively, and let V [�̂C]

and V [�̂C0 ] be their respective covariance matrices.



We say that the covariance matrices V [�̂C ] and V [�̂C0 ]
are geometrically equivalent if the uncertainty of any
gauge invariant is the same whichever covariance ma-
trix we use. Let I(�) be a gauge invariant. Eq. (21)
implies that its corresponding variance is to a �rst ap-
proximation

V [I] = E[(r�Ij�C ;��C)
2]

= (r�Ij�C ; E[��C��
>
C ]r�Ij�C )

= (r�Ij�C ; V [�̂C]r�Ij�C ): (23)

Let �C and �C0 be the true values, i.e., the values we
would have in the absence of noise, of �̂C and �̂C0 , re-
spectively. If �C and �C0 are geometrically equivalent,
there exists a gauge transformation g 2 G such that
�C = g�C0 . This transformation of T induces a lin-
ear mapping from the tangent space T�

C0
(C0) at �C0

to the tangent space T�C (C) at �C. We denote it sym-
bolically by @�C=@�C0 and call it the Jacobian matrix

from T�
C0
(C0) to T�C (C). Then, �̂C0 = �C0 + ��C0 is

geometrically equivalent �̂C = �C + (@�C=@�C0)��C0 .
If I(�) is a gauge invariant, its variance can also be
computed from this in the form

V [I] = (r�Ij�C ;
@�C
@�C0

V [�̂C0 ]
�
@�C
@�C0

�>
r�Ij�C ): (24)

Theorem 1 implies that V [�̂C] and V [�̂C0 ] are geomet-
rically equivalent if and only if

(u;
�
V [�̂C]�

@�C
@�C0

V [�̂C0 ]
�
@�C
@�C0

�>�
u) = 0; (25)

for all u 2 T�C (T�)
?. This means that T�C (T�)

?

is the null space of the symmetric matrix V [�̂C] ��
@�C=@�C0

�
V [�̂C0 ]

�
@�C=@�C0

�>
. In other words,

it has range T�C (T�), in which all eigenvectors for
nonzero eigenvalues lie. We denote this relation by
V [�̂C] � V [�̂C0 ] mod T� . Thus, we have

Theorem 2 Covariance matrices V [�̂C] and V [�̂C0 ]
de�ned for di�erent gauges are geometrically equiva-

lent if and only if

V [�̂C] � V [�̂C0 ] mod T�: (26)

Example 9. For the reduced orthographic model, the
parameter space T is locally parameterized by ff�s�g,
f�
�gg. Hence, the Jacobian matrix @�0=@� is de�ned as
a linear mapping from ff�s�g, f�
�gg at ffs�g, fR�gg
to ff�s0�g, f�


0
�gg at ffs0�g, fR

0
�gg given the gauge

transformation fR, tg that maps ffs�g, fR�gg to ffs0�g,
fR0

�gg. From eqs. (11), we obtain

�s0� = R>�s�; �
0
� = �
�: (27)

Hence, the Jacobian matrix has the form

@�0

@�
= diag(R>; :::;R>; I; :::; I); (28)

where diag(A; :::;B) denotes the block diagonal matrix

with A, ..., B as its diagonal blocks in that order.

10. EQUIVALENCE OF ESTIMATORS

Let �̂C be an estimator of � with respect to a gauge
C. To a �rst approximation, the deviation ��C =
�̂C � �G can be identi�ed with an element in T�C (C).
Let �� 2 T�C (T ) be an arbitrary vector. To a �rst
approximation, �C+�� is geometrically equivalent to

�̂C = �C + ��C if and only if �� � ��C 2 T�C (T�).
Since fD1(�C), ..., Dr(�C)g is the basis of T�C (T�),
this condition is equivalent to the existence of r num-
bers x1, ..., xr such that ��C = ��+

Pr

i=1
xiDi(�C)

or
��C = �� +U �Cx; (29)

where we let x = (x1; :::; xr)
> and de�ne

U�C =
�
D1(�C) � � � Dr(�C)

�
: (30)

If the gauge C is de�ned by r equations c1(�) = 0, ...,
cr(�) = 0, the tangent space T�C (C) is the orthogonal
complement of the linear space spanned by fr�c1j�C ,
... r�crj�Cg. It follows that (r�cij�C ;��C) = 0 for i
= 1, ..., r. From eq. (29), we have

V
>
�C
�� + V

>
U�Cx = 0; (31)

where we have de�ned

V �C =
�
r�c1j�C � � � r�crj�C

�
: (32)

From eqs. (29) and (31), we obtain

��C = �� �U �C (V
>
�C
U�C )

�1
V
>
�C
�� = Q

C

�C
�; (33)

where

Q
C

�C
= I �U �C (V

>
�C
U�C )

�1
V
>
�C
; (34)

which is an (oblique) projection matrix onto T�C (C)
along T�C (T�). Thus, we have

Theorem 3 An estimator �̂C is geometrically equiv-

alent to �C +�� to a �rst approximation if and only
if

�̂C = �C +Q
C

�C
��: (35)

Example 10. For the reduced orthographic model, the
standard gauge (16) is expressed in the local coordinates
f�s�g and f�
�g in the form

NX
�=1

�s� = 0; �
1 = 0: (36)

This means that the six basis vectors of the tangent space
to the standard gauge manifold C are the columns of the
matrix

V � =

�
I � � � I O O � � �O
O � � � O I O � � �O

�>
: (37)

From eqs. (13), we can express the in�nitesimal generator
in terms of the local coordinates f�s�g and f�
�g in the
form

D(�) = U�

�
�

�t

�
;

U� =

�
s1�I � � � sN�I R1 � � � RM

�I � � � �I O � � � O

�>
: (38)

If fs�g and fR�g satisfy the standard gauge (16), we have

Q C
� = I �

0
BBBBBBB@

I=N � � � I=N s1�I O � � � O
...

...
...

...
...

I=N � � � I=N sN�I O � � � O
O � � � O I O � � � O
O � � � O R2 O � � � O
...

...
...

... � � �
...

O � � � O RM O � � � O

1
CCCCCCCA

: (39)



11. COVARIANCE TRANSFORMATIONS

Let �̂C be an estimator of � with respect to gauge
C, and V [�̂C ] its covariance matrix. Let �̂C0 be a ge-
ometrically equivalent estimator of � with respect to
another gauge C0, and write

�̂C = �C +��C; �̂C0 = �C0 +��C0 : (40)

Since �̂C is geometrically equivalent to �C0 +�
@�C0=@�

0
C

�
��C, Theorem 3 implies that �̂C and �̂C0

are geometrically equivalent if and only if ��C0 =

Q C
0

�
C0
(@�C0=@�C)��C . Thus, we obtain the following

rule of transformation of the covariance matrix in-
duced by a change of the gauge:

Theorem 4 Let V [�̂C] be the covariance matrix of es-

timator �̂C under gauge C. For another gauge C0, the
covariance matrix of the corresponding estimator �̂C0

is given by

V [�̂C0 ] = Q
C
0

�
C0

@�C0

@�C
V [�̂C]

�
@�C0

@�C

�>
Q

C
0
>

�
C0

: (41)

12. UNBIASED ESTIMATORS

Let p(fp�g;�) be the probability density of the data
fp�g parameterized by �. We de�ne its score l� by

l� = r� log p: (42)

The Fisher information matrix is de�ned by

J� = E[l�l
>
� ]; (43)

which is a symmetric positive semi-de�nite matrix.
Because p(fp�g; �) is a gauge invariant, log p is also
a gauge invariant. According to Theorem 1, we have
r� log p 2 T�(T�)

? and hence l� 2 T�(T�)
?. It follows

that the Fisher information matrix J�C has the range
T�(T�)

? and the null space T�(T�).

We have so far assumed that an estimator �̂C under
gauge C takes the \true value" �C 2 T� \C under that
gauge in the absence of noise. In other words, we are
implicitly assuming that all estimators are \unbiased".
Formally, an estimator �̂ under gauge C is unbiased if

E[�̂C � �C] = 0; (44)

where we are assuming that the deviation �̂C � �C is
so small and localized that it can be identi�ed with an
element in the tangent space T�C (C). Eq. (44) should
hold for any value �U 2 C. In particular, eq. (44)
should be invariant to all perturbations in the form �C
! �C + ��C, ��C 2 T�C (C). Hence, the corresponding
�rst order variations of eq. (44) should vanish, which
implies �

E[(�̂C � �C)l
>
�C
]� I

�
��C = 0 (45)

for an arbitrary vector ��C 2 T�C (C). This is equiva-
lent to

E[(�̂C � �C)l
>
�C
] = Q

C

�C
: (46)

13. CRAMER-RAO INEQUALITY

From identity (46), obtain

E[

�
�̂C��C
l�C

��
�̂C��C
l�C

�>
]=

�
V [�̂C] Q C

�C

Q C>
�C

Q C>
�C
J�CQ

C
�C

�
:

(47)
This is a symmetric and positive semi-de�nite matrix
by construction. Hence, the following is also a sym-
metric and positive semi-de�nite matrix:

�
Q C
�C

�Q C
�C
J��C

O Q C
�C
J��C

��
V [�̂C] Q

C
�C

Q C>
�C

J�C

��
Q C>
�C

O

�J��CQ
C>
�C

J��CQ
C>
�C

�
:

(48)
Here, the superscript \�" denotes (Moore-Penrose)

generalized inverse. If we note that V [�̂C] has the

range T�C (C) and hence Q C
�C
V [�̂C]Q

C>
�C

= V [�̂C] and

use the identity J��CJ�CJ
�

�C
= J��C , we see that the

above matrix equals�
V [�̂C]�Q

C
�C
J��CQ

C>
�C

O

O Q C
�C
J��CQ

C>
�C

�
: (49)

Since this is a symmetric positive semi-de�nite matrix,
so is QC

�C
J��CQ

C>
�C

. Thus, we obtain the following the-
orem:

Theorem 5 For an estimator �̂C under gauge C, the
following inequality holds:

V [�̂C] � Q
C

�C

�
J�C

��
n�r

Q
C>

�C
: (50)

Here, the inequality A � B for symmetric matrices
A and B means that A �B is a symmetric positive
semi-de�nite matrix. Eq. (50) is an extension of the
so called Cramer-Rao inequality [2, 4] to statistical
estimation with internal indeterminacy. Let us call
the right-hand side the Cramer-Rao lower bound under

gauge C.

14. FREE-GAUGE APPROACH

The Taylor expansion of the function J in the neigh-
borhood of the true value ��C under gauge C has the
form

J(��C +��) = �J +(r�
�J;��)+

1

2
(��;r2

�
�J��)+ � � � :

(51)
The bars over J in the expressions �J , r�

�J , and r2
�
�J

mean that these expressions are evaluated at the true
value � = ��C.
Ignoring terms of order O(�3) or higher, di�erenti-

ating eq. (51) with respect to ��, letting the result
be zero, and substituting an estimate �C for the true
value ��C , we obtain

r�J +r2
�J�� = 0: (52)

Since the rank of r2
�J is r, this equation has in�nitely

many solutions. Among them, we can choose an arbi-
trary one. Let us choose the one that has minimum
norm k��k. This is given by simply computing the
(Moore-Penrose) generalized inverse:

�� = �
�
r2
�J
��
n�r

r�J: (53)

The subscript \n�r" means that the smallest r eigen-
values are replaced by zeros [2]. If we want to enforce a
gauge C, we replace �� by Q C

� �� according to The-
orem 3. However, this enforcement is not necessary
at each step of the iterations. We can alternatively
repeat the above update until the solution converges
and then transform the solution so that it satis�es
the gauge C. We call this approach, �rst discussed by
Triggs [9], the free-gauge approach.

15. NORMAL FORM

So far, the covariance matrix of an estimators of
� is de�ned for a particular gauge. However, it can
be de�ned independently of gauges. Let � 2 T� be
an arbitrary true value, and �̂ its estimator under an
arbitrary gauge. Since � and �̂ may have very di�er-
ent values because of the gauge freedom, we cannot



compare them directly. So, we apply an appropri-

ate gauge transformation g such that g�̂ becomes the

\closest" to � and then evaluate E[(g�̂��)(g�̂��)>].
The formal description of this procedure is as fol-

lows: De�ne a gauge manifold C� such that it passes
through � and the tangent space T�(C

�) to C� coin-

cides with the orthogonal complement T�(T�)
? of the

tangent space T�(T�) spanned by the in�nitesimal gen-
erators fDi(�)g of the linear space D�(T ) of the gauge
transformation group G. We call the covariance ma-

trix V [�̂
�

C] of the estimator �̂C� under that gauge the

normal form and denoted it by V �[�̂]. Note that the
normal form is de�ned for all values that belong to
the leaf T� of true values.
Let �̂C be an estimator equivalent to �̂C� de�ned

under another gauge C that also passes through �. Let

V [�̂C] be its covariance matrix. According to Theorem

4, the normal form V �[�̂] is given by

V �[�̂] = P �V [�̂C ]P
>
� ; (54)

where P � is the (orthogonal) projection matrix onto

T�(T�)
?. It has the expression

P � = I �U �(U
>
� U�)

�1
U
>
� ; (55)

where U � is the n � n matrix consisting of D1(�),...,
Dr(�) as its columns (see the �rst of eqs. (30)). Con-

versely, V [�̂C] is given in terms of its normal form

V �[�̂] in the form

V [�̂C] = Q
C

� V
�[�̂]Q C>

� : (56)

In general, we have

Theorem 6 Let �̂C be an estimator de�ned under a
gauge C, and let �C = T� \ C be the value of �C that
satis�es that gauge and belongs to the true leaf. Let

V [�̂C] be its covariance matrix. Its normal form at an
arbitrary point � 2 T� is

V �[�̂] = P �

@�

@�C
V [�̂C]

�
@�

@�C

�>
P
>
� : (57)

Conversely, V [�̂C] is given in terms of its normal form
at at � 2 T� in the form

V [�̂C] = Q
C

�C

@�C
@�

V �[�̂]
�
@�C
@�

�>
Q

C>

�C
: (58)

Recall that the Cramer-Rao lower bound given by
eq. (50) is de�ned for every true value � that belongs
to the true leaf for any given gauge C. Suppose eq. (50)
holds for �. If the gauge C is such that T�(C) =
T�(T�)

?, eq. (50) can be read as giving a lower bound

on the covariance matrix of �̂ in the normal form. But
if T�(C) = T�(T�)

?, then Q C
�C

= P �. On the other
hand, the Fisher information matrix J� has the range
T�(T�)

?, so we obtain the following Cramer-Rao in-
equality:

Theorem 7 For an estimator �̂, the following in-
equality holds for the normal form of its covariance
matrix:

V �[�̂] �
�
J�

��
n�r

: (59)

Since the maximum likelihood estimator attains the
Cramer-Rao lower bound to a �rst approximation,
we can approximately evaluate the Cramer-Rao lower

bound by evaluating J� at the computed estimate �̂.

If we ignore terms of order O(�3) or higher in comput-
ing the maximum likelihood solution, it is easy to see
that the Fisher information matrix takes the form

J�j�̂ =
1

2
r2
�J j�̂: (60)

It follows that the free-gauge approach allows us to ob-

tain not only an maximum likelihood solution �̂ but
also its covariance matrix in the normal form as fol-
lows:

V �[�̂] = �2
�
r2
�J j�̂

��
n�r

: (61)

The free-gauge approach is advantageous when the
gauge manifold C is \nearly parallel" to the leaves T�,
� 2 T , since the numerical solution must travel along a
long path to reach the solution leaf T�� if the trajectory
is constrained to be in C. In contrast, the free-gauge
approach allows trajectories to intersect the individ-
ual leaves T�, � 2 T , \orthogonally", so the true leaf
T�� is reached along the shortest path [5, 6].

16. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a consistent theory for describ-
ing indeterminacy and uncertainty of 3-D reconstruc-
tion from a sequence of images. First, we presented
a group-theoretical analysis of gauge transformations
and gauges by invoking the Lie group theory. We have
extended the Cramer-Rao lower bound to problems
with internal indeterminacy. Finally, we described the
free-gauge approach and the normal form of a covari-
ance matrix that is independent of particular gauges.
Applications of our theory to real images are given in
[7].
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